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EasyCCTV is the leading USB webcam and CCTV software for Windows. EasyCCTV automatically detects your ￭ USB camera and sends notification to your email address,
or an internal mail server. You may monitor ￭ the camera remotely and control its features, including motion detection, camera panning, zoom, brightness, ￭ video quality, and
FFT. EasyCCTV automatically records an event when motion is detected or the camera is idle for the last 30 seconds. EasyCCTV provides an unlimited number of event file
names, and allows you to specify how long a recording ￭ should be kept before being overwritten. The events stored by EasyCCTV include one or more video files, and each
event may be split into multiple ￭ sub-events. You can view and trim the captured video files. EasyCCTV provides a comprehensive video analysis utility. You can do frame
by frame analysis, and view the ￭ captured video in either a frame-by-frame, thumbnail, waveform, or "movie" view. EasyCCTV has two modes of operation: video capture
only, or motion detection. The motion detection mode ￭ is a more sophisticated version of the camera motion detection feature in Windows XP. EasyCCTV allows you to

control a number of camera settings. You can adjust the camera to pan, zoom, change ￭ the brightness and contrast of the image. You may also use one of the many camcorder
presets to set the camera ￭ parameters quickly. EasyCCTV provides a monitoring feature to notify you whenever motion is detected. In the notification, you ￭ will see the

time, date, and the total amount of activity in the last thirty seconds. You may also specify the ￭ frequency of the event notifications. EasyCCTV may be used to automatically
record events to a file. You may set an alarm to be notified whenever ￭ a captured event file is renamed. EasyCCTV has the ability to playback the recorded events. You may

enable a live preview, or play the recorded ￭ event in full screen mode. With the included remote control software, you may remotely control the camera. You may view a
single ￭ frame, set the camera motion detection settings, or play the recorded events. The camera image may be displayed in any size, including 640x480, 320x240,
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EasyCCTV records up to thirty frames per second from any connected USB video device or camera(s) at your discretion. It performs simultaneous recording. You can use
your camera(s) as part of a surveillance system. When EasyCCTV detects motion in the monitored area, it sounds an alarm, e-mails you captured images, or records video. The

application is password protected and may be used as home alarm. I really like it Jaswinder from San Antonio, Texas Date published: 2009-03-11 Rated 5 out of 5 by 4lover
from AwesomeThis is a very good program. It detects motion and sound and if it senses motion it will email you. It can be setup to record over a period of time and email it to

you. If the motion is not detected the program will just send an email letting you know nothing was recorded. Date published: 2009-03-11 Rated 5 out of 5 by pjfern from
Great for setting up an automatic alarm, email reminder.This is a good program for setting up an automatic alarm to remind you that there is motion detected. Very easy to set
up your email account to receive email of your motion detection. Date published: 2009-03-03 Rated 5 out of 5 by pjfern from EasyCCTV.The easiest and most user friendly
program to have set up an automatic alarm to email you that motion was detected. Setup is just a few clicks and you are set. Date published: 2009-03-03 Rated 5 out of 5 by
anonymous from Easy to useEasy to use and easy to install. Date published: 2009-02-18 Rated 5 out of 5 by Gtyner from EasyCCTVThis is a very good program. It detects

motion and sound and if it senses motion it will email you. It can be setup to record over a period of time and email it to you. If the motion is not detected the program will just
send an email letting you know nothing was recorded. Date published: 2009-02-17 Rated 4 out of 5 by Bill from Easy to use and easy to install.EasyCCTV is a very good

program to use to record any motion you feel is important. I use it on my desktop computer and it keeps me informed if anything happens, 1d6a3396d6
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EasyCCTV is a program that captures video and sound from any USB camera. The program performs simultaneous ￭ video recording of up to 30 frames per second. ￭ The
program can be password protected and operates as an alarm or a home security system. The application is PC based, so it will run on any PC equipped with a compatible USB
camera. New major version 1.1 is a free upgrade to the previous version and includes following new features: - new DVD system support (codecs are included in EasyCCTV's
package) - new channels (youtube, and others) supported - improved interface (new cool User Agent string) - support MPEG2 and 3 video formats - new all-in-one installer
system (it will install the entire system, after that you can run the EasyCCTV program for the first time) - support of remote audio capturing - on-the-fly image transformation
(image resolution may be changed at runtime) - faster and more stable; - other bugfixes and minor improvements Note that the new installers may have different file names,
and the following old version will be automatically moved to the new install directory: - "EasyCCTV-Setup-2.5.1.exe" and "EasyCCTV-Setup-2.5.1_Full_Package.zip" -
"EasyCCTV_Setup-2.5.1.zip" Program Features: * perform simultaneous recording of 30 frames per second (for each connected device) * supports most digital video camera
brands: Bosch, Vivitar, Hikari, IBC, RCA, D-Link, Sharp, Konica, Mitsubishi, ASE, Sanyo, Dell, Nikon, Samsung, NEC, JVC, Hama, Panasonic, Philips, Memorex, Toshiba,
Sony, FUJITSU, Kodak, Crane, FujiFilm, Panasonic, Thomson, GoPro, How-Tec, Sony, Fujifilm, Mitsubishi, Nikon, JVC, Hitachi, Hitachi, AVI, Philips, Panasonic, Toshiba,
* captures a single or group of sound channels (sound becomes silent when capturing video) * supports most digital video camera brands: Bosch, Vivitar, Hikari, IBC, RCA, D-
Link, Sharp, Konica, Mitsubishi, ASE, Sanyo

What's New In EasyCCTV?

EasyCCTV is a fully functional trial version of a new and cutting edge software application that provides an easy way to capture images from any USB video device and send
those images to the internet in real time.
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System Requirements For EasyCCTV:

Supported browsers: Supported video cards: All of the screenshots and video clips in this page were recorded using a GeForce GTX 660 Ti and an Intel Core i7-4790K @
3.7GHz in combination with an SSD, which has an MBR partition with one NTFS partition, and a DOS partition. Each screenshot was recorded using a modern graphics card
and a fast, modern CPU. Any reasonable configuration should be fine. Overlay: [ ] Extra information: A number of settings can be adjusted via the text
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